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JUICY TABLE RUNNER, OVEN GLOVES & APRON
by Lynne Goldsworthy
using the Juicy Collection from Makower UK
TABLE RUNNER
Cut WOF strips

SKU

Fabric

Used in

1343/G
1343/R
1344/G
1344/R

¼ yd / 20cm
¼ yd / 20cm
¼ yd / 20cm
1 yd / 1 m

1347/1
1348/W
1350/G
1350/R
1351/1
1352/1

¼ yd / 20cm
½ yd / 35cm
¼ yd / 20cm
¼ yd / 20cm
½ yd / 35cm
¾ yd / 60cm

Pears
Apples
Pears
Apples and
backing
Apples
Background squares
Pears
Apples
Background squares
Pears, sashing and
binding

Fusible
web

1 ¼ yds** / 1 ¼ Apples and
m**
Pears

Wadding

¾ yd / 55 cm

One 6” x 12” rectangle*
One 6” x 15” rectangle*
One 6” x 12” rectangle*
One 6” x 15” rectangle*
Two strips 22” x 30”
One 6” x 15” rectangle*
Twelve 6 ½” squares
One 6” x 15” rectangle*
One 6” x 15” rectangle*
Twelve 6 ½” squares
One 5” x 15” rectangle
Sixteen 1” x 6 ½” strips
Seven 1” x 19 ½” strips
Three 6” x 12” rectangles
One 5” x 15” rectangle
Four 6” x 15” rectangles

22” x 60”

OVEN GLOVES
Cut WOF strips

SKU

Fabric

Used in

1343/R
1343/G
1350/G

¼ yd / 20cm***
¼ yd / 20cm***
¼ yd / 25cm

1350/R

¼ yd / 25cm

1351/1

¼ yd / 25cm

Apple
Pear
Main part of oven
glove (backing)
Main part of oven
glove (top)
Hand pockets

1352/1
Fusible
web
Insulating
Wadding

½ yd / 50cm**** Binding
¼ yd / 20cm**
Apple and Pear

One 6” square
One 5” x 6” rectangle
One 9” x 40” rectangle

One 8” strip

One 8” x 36” rectangle

One 9” strip

one 8” x 18” rectangle
one 9” x 20” rectangle
Five bias cut 2 ½” strips
One 5”x 6” rectangle
One 6” square
One 10” x 20” rectangle
One 10” x 40” rectangle

APRON
Cut WOF strips

Fabric

Used in

1343/R
1344/G
1347/1
1348/W
1348/G
1350/R
1351/1
Fusible
web

¼ yd / 20cm***
½ yd / 50 cm
¼ yd / 25cm
¼ yd / 25cm
¼ yd / 25cm
½ yd / 50 cm
¼ yd / 25cm
¼ yd / 20cm

Apples
Apron front
Apron tie front
Apron pocket front
Apron tie back
Apron back
Apron pocket back
Apples

2nd Cut

One 6” strip
One 6” strip
One 9” strip

1 ¼ yds /
1 ¼ metres

SKU
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One 6” strip
One 6” strip
One 6” strip
One 6” strip
One 30” WOF strip
One 6” strip
Two 6 ½” strips
One 6” strip
One 6” strip
Two 6 ½” strips
One 5” strip
Seven 1” strips
Four 2 ½” strips

2nd Cut

One 18” strip
Two 4” WOF strips
One 8” strip
Two 4” WOF strips
One 18” strip
One 8” strip

2nd Cut
One 6” x 12” rectangle
One 18” square
Two 4” x 42” strips
One 8” x 14” rectangle
Two 4” x 42” strips
One 18” square
One 8” x 14” rectangle
One 6” x 12” rectangle
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*

**
***
****

If the fabric is directional, make sure to cut this landscape style.
This assumes the fusible web is at least 15” wide.
If the table runner is also being made, this can be cut from left-over fabric from the table runner.
Or commercially made bias binding can be bought – 2 ½” wide and 2 ½ m or 3 yds long

Notes:
•
•
•
•
•

Seams are ¼” throughout unless stated otherwise.
Read pattern in full before starting.
Press fabrics before cutting.
Press after each seam.
WOF = width of fabric – a strip of fabric cut from selvedge to selvedge

MAKING THE TABLE RUNNER
Finished size 19” x 52”

Making the fruit blocks
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

Cut the fabrics into the WOF strips and then the individual pieces listed in the table at the
top of the pattern.
Cut out the pieces of fusible web listed in the table at the top of the pattern.
Print out the apples and pears template.
Trace three pears onto each 6” x 12” rectangle, three pears tilted on the diagonal onto the
5” x 15” rectangle and three apples onto each 6” x 15” rectangle of the fusible web backing
paper.
Fuse the fusible web onto the back of the apple and pear fabric rectangles following
manufacturer’s instructions. NB: the 5” x 15” rectangle with the pears tilted on the diagonal
should be fused to the striped fabric.
Cut out the apples and pears – you should have twelve of each - and remove backing
paper.
Fuse the pears to the white cherry 6½” squares (1348/W) and the apples to the white dot
6½” squares (1351/1).
Sew a line of zigzag, straight, blanket or other stitch around or close to the edge of each
apple and each pear to secure to the background squares.

Making the table runner top
1.9
1.10
1.11

Lay the blocks into eight rows of three following the layout in the table runner photograph.
Sash the three blocks in each row together using two 1” x 6 ½” sashing strips between
them. Press seams towards the sashing strips.
Sash the eight rows together using the 1” x 19 ½” sashing strips between them. Press
seams towards the sashing strips.

Finishing the table runner
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15

Sew the two pieces of backing fabric together along the short 22” ends using a ½” seam to
make one long backing.
Make and baste a quilt sandwich using the backing fabric, batting and table runner top and
quilt as desired.
Sew the binding fabric strips end to end and fold in half along the length wrong sides
together to make a double fold binding.
Bind to finish taking care to mitre the corners.
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MAKING THE OVEN GLOVES
Making the hand pockets
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

Cut the fabrics into the WOF strips and then the individual pieces listed in the table at the
top of the pattern.
Cut out the pieces of fusible web listed in the table at the top of the pattern.
Print out the apples and pears template if not already printed out for the table runner.
Trace a pear onto the 5” x 6” rectangle and an apple onto the 6” square of fusible web
backing paper.
Fuse the fusible web onto the back of the apple and pear fabric rectangles following
manufacturer’s instructions.
Cut out the apple and pear and remove backing paper.
Fuse the apple and pear to the white dot fabric 8” x 18” rectangle (1351/1) with one placed
in the centre of each end (see diagram).
Sew a line of zigzag, straight, blanket or other stitch around or close to the edge of the
apple and the pear to secure to the background fabric.

Assembling and finishing the oven gloves
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17
1.18
1.19
1.20

Make and baste a quilt sandwich using the smaller and larger pieces of white dot fabric
with the larger as the backing, then the wadding, then the smaller piece (with the apple and
pear fused on)
Make a second quilt sandwich using the green pear fabric as the backing, the larger piece
of wadding and the red pear fabric as the top fabric.
Quilt both of these as desired.
Cut the white dot piece into two equal pieces of 8” x 9” (see diagram).
Using the Oven Gloves template, trim the white dot pieces at one end each end (see
diagram).
Sew the bias binding fabric strips end to end and fold in half along the length wrong sides
together to make a double fold binding.
Bind the straight ends of the white dot pieces.
Cut off a piece of binding 6” long, fold the side edges to the centre and press so that that
piece of the binding is double folded with the edges on the inside to make a hanging loop.
Fold the hanging loop in half lengthwise bringing the two ends together.
Baste the loop to the edge of the oven glove, halfway along one of the long sides.
Pin then zigzag stitch the inbound edges of the white dot pieces to the ends of the oven
glove to hold in place.
Bind around the edge of the whole oven glove to finish.
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MAKING THE APRON
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15
1.16
1.17

Cut the fabrics into the WOF strips and then the individual pieces listed in the table at the
top of the pattern.
Cut out the pieces of fusible web listed in the table at the top of the pattern.
Pin then sew the apron front to the apron back, right sides together, using a ½” seam.
Sew along the side, bottom and side leaving the top open.
Clip corners, turn inside out and press edges and corners.
Sew the two lengths of apron tie front fabric together end to end to make one long strip.
Repeat for the apron tie back fabric.
Pin and sew the apron tie front to the apron tie back, right sides together, using a ½” seam.
Leave a 17” section of seam open on one side in the middle section of the apron tie where
the apron front will be inserted.
Fold back and press the seam allowance in the open section of the apron tie.
Clip corners and turn the apron tie inside out.
Slide apron front into the gap in the apron tie where the seam allowance is folded and
pressed under. Pin then top stitch in place.
Pin then sew the pocket front to the pocket back, right sides together, using a ½” seam.
Sew along the side, top and side leaving a short section open along the bottom.
Fold back and press the seam allowance in the open section of the pocket bottom.
Clip corners, turn inside out and press edges and corners making sure the seam allowance
is pressed to the inside.
Print out the apples and pears template if not already printed out for the table runner.
Trace two apples onto the 6” x 12” rectangle of fusible web backing paper.
Fuse the fusible web onto the back of the apple fabric rectangle following manufacturer’s
instructions.
Cut out the apples and remove backing paper.
Fuse one apple to each half of the pocket front.
Sew a line of zigzag, straight, blanket or other stitch around or close to the edge of the
apples to secure to the pocket front.
Pin and topstitch the pocket to the apron front, taking care to centre it. Topstitch along the
side, bottom and side, back-stitching at the start and finish.
Sew an additional line down the middle of the pocket again back-stitching at the start and
finish to finish the apron.
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Templates

Juicy

by The Henley Studio
from makoweruk +44(0)1491 579727 www.makoweruk.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Makower-UK

1343/G PEARS

1344/G APPLES

1350/G WORDS

1348/G CHERRIES

1347/1 STRAWBERRIES

1348/B CHERRIES

1348/W CHERRIES

1352/1 STRIPE

ALL DESIGNS 50% OF ACTUAL SIZE

1351/1 MULTI DOT

1343/R PEARS

1350/R WORDS

1344/R APPLES
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